Abstract. In this article we investigate some classes of meromorphic or complex harmonic functions with a pole, which are generated either by analytic conditions or by "coefficient inequalities". There are given theorems, which combine the geometrical properties of functions of the introduced classes. Some results broaden knowledge about the classes of functions, which were investigated in [15] 
On some classes of holomorphic functions in U
Since R+ {a-1 )H' z {z;£) -2£a} is the real harmonic function in £/U{oo}, thus Re £ = 0 is impossible. It is visible that in (2) there appears a convex combination of conditions:
Rejfei)-2 £}>0, Re{-H' z (z;£)} > 0.
The second of them guarantees the locally univalence of function H in U and is equivalent to Arg (-H' z (z;£) ) G (-f, f) for z € U.
It is worth rememberig, that for functions holomorphic in the unit disc A := {z G C : \z\ < 1}, the conditions corresponding to (3) have been known for long time (see e.g. [2] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] ). The similar conditions concerning the functions with a pole can be found e.g. in [1] , [3] .
In the next investigations we need EXAMPLE 1. Let a G (0,1), Re£ < 0, k G N. Let us consider the functions
The functions H k are of the form (1) Let a E (0,1).
1. If Re£ < 0, then we have:
(b) the functions Hk of the form (4) are also the functions from the class
The estimates are sharp. The functions H& from the Example 1 are the extremal functions, with a^ = k = n, £ E C \ {0}.
It is obvious that H E a) for all a E (0,1). Moreover, let us notice that Reja^'^ + (a-l)/%(z;fl-2fr*j = j > 0 in U only if £ < 0. Therefore H E J{£,a) only if £ < 0. Since the function z i-> z + j maps conformally U onto the plane C, which is cut along the segment -2 < w < 2, thus H maps U onto the plane which is cut along the segment connecting the points -2£, 2£.
Next we have the theorems combining the functions from the class »7(£, a) with the fucntions from the class
Proof. We will prove that U.
For the sake of (1) and (6) for 2 £ U we have oo <£> + n( 1-a)) n= 1
Hence H satisfies the condition (2), thus H € m
The function H from Example 2 shows that for freely fixed a & (0,1) the assumption £ < 0 in Theorem 1 cannot be replaced with more general assumption Re£ < 0.
Let £ < 0. Let us observe that no each function from the class a) is a function of class J(£, a), which is illustrated by the next example. EXAMPLE 3. Let us consider the function H* of the form
Owing to Property 1 the function H*, which is the solution of the equation (5) in the case of p*(Ç) = is the function from the class a). For the function H* the condition (6) does not hold, thus
J(t,<*)\J{t,£<o.
It appears that functions belonging to some subclasses of the class t7(£, a) satisfy the condition (6). Proof. Since H is of the form (7) and satisfies (2) for any fixed a G (0,1), Re£ < 0, then for all x e (1, +oo) we have
Therefore, ^TT-1 -^ <-ReC < lil-
71=1
If we go to the limit with x -> 1 + , we obtain (6).
• 
., then H * $ € J(£,a).
Directly from the above-mentioned property and from Theorem 2 we obtain Property 3. If H e J~(£,<*), := 2 + ££=1 % z e U, |6»| < 1, n= 1,2,..., then H ej-(£,a).
On some classes of complex harmonic functions in U
In the paper [15] we introduced and investigated the following classes of harmonic functions in U with a pole at the infinity. Proof. Since -(£ + 77) = + 77I > -\rj\ > 0, thus if F satisfies (9), then it also satysfies the condition Proof. Let 0 < 77 < -By the Definition 7 and Theorem 3, it is enough to prove that each function from the class (£, 77, a) satisfies the condition (9). Since F € 77, a), then the function W = H + G is the map from the class + 77, a) and 00 £ + »/) = (£ + r()z -J2( a n + bn)z~n,
71=1
z£U, an + bn > 0, n = 1,2,..., £ + 77 < 0, thus W is of the form (7). Prom Theorem 2 we obtain the thesis.
• holds. In the paper [15] it was shown the theorem which gives the size of the optimal narrowness U r of the domain U, where the condition (9) is sufficient and necessary for the function F of the form (11) to be univalent, sensepreserving and starlike with respect to the origin. By the same method, we obtain Directly from Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain the property connected with the Hadamard convolution. The class £(£, a) is not empty, the function belongs to /C(£, a). According to (1) and (13), the condition Re£ > 0 is essential. The classes /C(£, a) and a) are closely related by the following theorem. By Theorems 1 and 6 we get Similarly as in the Part 2, the classes of complex harmonic functions, corresponding to the above-mentioned classes of holomorphic functions, can be investigated. Re{ (l-2a) (H , z(z;0 + G'z(z;r) ))+
Moreover, by 77, a) we denote the subclass of the class t?, OL) of functions of the form (11) for a fixed a G (0,1), 0 < £ < -77.
Obviously, /C(£,a) C )CH(Ç,r),a).
Some properties of the classes ÎCh (?7, ct) , defined by the coefficient condition (15), were investigated in [15] .
By Corollaries 3 and 4 and Definition 11, like in the Part 2, we obtain the following two corollaries. From Corollary 7 we obtain the corollary, analogous to Corollary 2, which gives the size of the optimal narrowness Ur of the domain U, where the condition (15) is necessary and sufficient for the holomorphic function of the form (7) to be univalent, sense-preserving and convex.
